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A b s t r a c t  

Performance characteristics are an indicator of both, the technical as well as aesthetic state 
of buildings. Aesthetic needs are in disagreement with the merciless aging process. The 
beauty of a city is formed not only by the original forms of new residential buildings, but 
also by existing tenement housing; thus preserving their aesthetics becomes a necessity. 
One of the most important problems connected with using any building, but especially a 
residential building, is ensuring an adequate technical condition. Process of revitalization 
of residential buildings is connected with familiarity with the technical problems of 
passing. However, the secret of lasting is found, above all, in the propagation of aesthetics. 
The diagnosis of the technical condition is an initial stage of renovating historical 
buildings. Conclusions drawn from the diagnosis are a basis for planning revitalization 
works. 

Keywords: residential buildings, building diagnostics, building, determination of 
renovation needs 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Negligence in maintenance and repair is the main reason of the decline of 
technical value of a building [2, 4, 15-18, 21-22]. With the passing years, the 
repair needs are growing, and the absence of such work results in the loss of the 
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usability value of a building. In order to maintain the existing buildings, it is 
necessary to solve problems associated with the prognostication of the repair 
needs [4, 18-19]. 

 
Fig. 1. The results of the analysis of hazards, failures and disasters  

of building structures [25] 
The results of the analysis of hazards, failures and disasters of building structures 
presented by [25] shows that, of the different building technologies (Fig. 1), the 
majority of them occur in masonry constructions (44%), and in terms of various 
types of buildings - in residential ones (41%). Building stock is a significant 
indicator of our standard of living and comprises an increasingly higher part of 
tangible national assets. Maintaining a building in good condition necessitates 
ensuring the technical efficiency of its elements, use value and aesthetic 
requirements of the building. The level of intervention in the building aimed at 
removing irregularities may vary and be distributed differently over time as the 
components are characterized by various life expectancies. 
One of the most important problems connected with using any building, but 
especially a residential building, is ensuring an adequate technical condition. The 
most effective type of renovation works are preventive measures based on 
securing the buildings against damage.  
The diagnosis of the technical condition is an initial stage of renovating historical 
buildings. Conclusions drawn from the diagnosis are a basis for planning 
renovation works. Diagnosis is the basis for properly carried out renovation works 
[1-7, 9-11, 20, 24]. 
The term "diagnostics" is derived from the Greek work "diagnosis" - 
identification, differentiation, evaluation. Technical diagnostics in the 
encyclopaedic sense is a field of studies which covers the assessment of the 
technical conditions of a building and its ability for proper future service. The 
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diagnosis pertains to the assessment of the technical conditions as well as 
predicting the development of and change in the condition, reasons behind such 
development or change, as well as a combination of all of the above. The technical 
condition is strictly connected with the aesthetic state [19, 25].  
Maintaining an adequate level of operating efficiency for each technical structure 
requires the application of supplementary solutions which support the diagnosis 
of damages and optimal planning of renovation works [9, 16-19]. Familiarity with 
changes in the performance characteristics is an excellent prediction of 
detrimental changes in the building. The prediction of changes can be the basis 
for assuming proper decision strategies when planning renovation activities in 
residential buildings [8, 23-24, 26]. 

2. THE DIAGNOSIS OF THE TECHNICAL CONDITION AS AN 
INDICATOR OF THE SCALE OF NEEDS FOR THE 
REVITALIZATION  

The architecture of a city is a continuously changing picture. New building 
structures, usually residential, are continuously being created. Space alongside 
buildings from the past is continuously being filled in with new ones. But the 
beauty of the city is created by all of these structures, new buildings as well as 
those dating further back; beauty lies in the original style of modern forms, but 
also in the sentimental relics of the past.  
The passing of time brings about new tasks - the preservation of beauty. 
Maintaining residential buildings in an adequate technical condition is of utmost 
importance when creating the image of a city, while their aesthetic state is a 
reflection of their technical conditions. The renovation of buildings is inevitable. 
Aesthetic requirements combined with requirements in terms of the technical state 
of the building necessitate many actions. The scope of works in residential 
buildings is always of an individual nature. It may rely on the conservation of 
detail, or may involve the modernization of a tenement house. 
The needs of our civilization's development often necessitate the modernization 
of historic building structures or their adaptation to modern-day needs. New 
elements are introduced in an environment of landmark buildings in two ways, as 
new architectural forms directly attached to the fabric of historical buildings or in 
their nearest proximity. Modern-day additions, when it comes to esthetic value, 
are in harmony with buildings of the past and do not blur the differences between 
that which is new and that which is old.  
The idea behind modernization and adaptation is to combine the historical magic 
of relics with the language of contemporary architecture in common dialogue. The 
coexistence of landmarked buildings and modern architectural forms is currently 
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an inseparable element of the landscape. Reconstructions, expansions, and 
insertions of infill buildings in frontages are all being carried out. 
The interiors of historical objects subjected to renovation which incorporates 
contemporary details into the historical design one-of-a-kind. The original 
ceilings, columns, woodwork, balustrades or brick walls combined with bold lines 
and bright modern colors of modern-day solutions give the interiors a unique 
character. Connecting history with the contemporary ideas of a designer results in 
the creation of inimitable objects.   
All buildings demand attention, especially those closest to people - residential 
buildings. Aesthetic requirements, which stem from the passing of time, are most 
focused on these buildings. 
Time is continuously passing and along with it, aging intensifies. The aging 
process is a natural phenomenon for every material. The life expectancy of 
building materials is also limited.  
Residential buildings are constructed with different building materials, which 
vary in terms of quality. Along with the passing of time, they age, lose their 
performance characteristics, and undergo natural wear and tear. Materials in the 
buildings are different and characterized by various, each their own, defined life 
expectancy periods. The processes of aging, wear and loss of performance 
characteristics do not take the same course in each fragment of the building. The 
roof cover is not as durable as the structure of the roof trusses. The life expectancy 
of a wooden roof truss structure is shorter than that of load-bearing walls.  
Passing, however, is not inevitable. In the modern-day world, the protection of 
cultural heritage is connected with the needs of the civilization. Historical objects 
are used. The modernization of historical structures and their adaptation to 
modern needs is inevitable.  
Dynamic changes taking place around the world and technological advancement 
are completing the guidelines of the Venice Charter. General assumptions 
regarding the different approaches to handling relics of course remain. The rules 
of fully respecting the original substance or choosing solutions which do not harm 
the object are always current. The rule of minimal interference calls for 
maintaining form and substance, however it does not exclude introducing 
contemporary elements. These elements may not distort the historical content. A 
following rule regarding the clarity and distinctiveness of the insertions also 
allows for contemporary additions. 
The permanence of buildings, including residential buildings, is shaped not only 
by the forces of nature but also by activities of humans. A long lifespan is ensured 
by carrying out ongoing, systematic renovation-repair works. It is thanks to them 
that buildings derived from past centuries are still being used, and their market 
attractiveness is not decreasing. 
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Along with the passing of time, the technical state of residential buildings 
continuously deteriorates. With the passing of time, the aesthetic values and 
preferences of users of flats change and the usability of the building decreases [3-
5, 17-19, 20-24].  
The modernization and adaptation of historical objects is the result of ever-
changing human needs. Adapting post-industrial objects in residential areas for 
modern-day uses has become something of a trend. The beauty of a historical 
building, however, has made it so that the changes carried out in the object are 
small. The introduced novelties are essentially fitted into the existing architecture 
[11, 14, 20-24, 26]. 
The needs of our civilization's development continue to increase, and performance 
requirements of buildings are, therefore, becoming increasingly higher. 
Increasing performance requirements and the coexisting problems of a 
deteriorating technical state pose a challenge when using residential buildings. 
Serving as indicators of the scale of these problems are so-called performance 
characteristics. Seeking effective methods of preserving the beauty of the 
architecture of existing residential housing is strongly connected with the 
assessment of these very performance characteristics. 

3. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS OF RESIDENTIAL 
CONSTRUCTION  

The secret behind connecting the problems of maintaining a proper technical and 
aesthetic state with the problem of the passing of time results from familiarity 
with change processes in performance characteristics. These characteristics are a 
set of properties determining the technical and aesthetic state of the building.  
In accordance with the recommendations of the currently binding standards 
regarding "planning the service period", an assessment of the performance 
characteristics of a building ought to be carried out, and changes in these 
properties over time predicted by designing methods simulating the anticipated 
degradation of the material over time. The standards provide general guidelines 
on issues concerning the prediction of the service life of a building. The 
International Standards Organization (ISO) developed these guidelines based on 
the results of extensive CIB W080/RILEM 175 SLM research - "Service Life 
Methodologies Prediction of Service Life for Buildings and Components" [12], 
carried out by the International Council for Building (CIB) along with the RILEM 
Technical Committee (Technical Committee "International Association for 
Building Materials and Structures). The standards contain an introduction to the 
predicted performance characteristics. They emphasize the difficulties in 
indicating degradation even in the case of similar buildings because, in practice, 
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there are many variables that influence their service periods. The variety of 
buildings, environments, surroundings, quality of construction works and future 
standards of upkeep result in uncertainty when predicting the service life [9, 16-
19].  

 
Fig. 2. Life cycle curve of residential building – example 

During the entire service period, the performance characteristics of a building 
deteriorate as a result of technical wear. An increase in performance 
characteristics (Fig. 2) may occur as a result of conservation, preventive 
measures, modernization, replacement of elements, or overhaul and rebuilding [9, 
16-19]. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

The world of architecture is treated as an indivisible whole, as a vast space without 
boundaries between the past, present and future; not limiting the territories for 
observation, it provides a feeling of freedom in seeking architectural forms [13]. 
The coexistence of the past with the present is most felt in residential architecture. 
This stems from the awareness that a building in the sense of a house always has 
sentimental value.   
Shaping the longevity of residential buildings is connected with familiarity with 
the technical problems of passing; however, the secret of lasting is found, above 
all, in the propagation of aesthetics. The features of architecture specified by 
Witruwiusz are always current, which also holds true for residential buildings: the 
magic of beauty changes use and extends durability.  
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WŁAŚCIWOŚCI UŻYTKOWE BUDYNKÓW W OCENIE POTRZEB 
REWITALIZACJI 

Streszczenie  

Właściwości użytkowe są wskaźnikiem zarówno stanu technicznego jak i estetycznego 
budynków. Potrzeby estetyki kłócą się jednak z bezlitosnym procesem starzenia. Piękno 
miasta tworzą nie tylko oryginalne formy nowych budynków mieszkalnych, ale 
i istniejące kamienice, dlatego też potrzeba utrzymania ich estetyk staje się wyższą 
koniecznością. Jednym z najważniejszych problemów podczas użytkowania każdego 
budynku, a przede wszystkim mieszkalnego, jest zapewnienie jego odpowiedniego stanu 
technicznego i estetycznego. Proces rewitalizacji łączy się ze znajomością technicznych 
potrzeb przemijania, ale tajemnica trwania odnajdywana jest przede wszystkim 
w estetyce. Diagnoza stanu technicznego jest wstępnym etapem renowacji obiektów 
zabytkowych. Wnioski wynikające z diagnozy stanowią podstawę programowania 
i planowania prac rewitalizacyjnych. 

Słowa kluczowe budynki mieszkalne, diagnostyka budynków, potrzeby rewitalizacji 
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